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CHAPTER I

YRJO KILPINEN AND CHRISTIAN MORGENSTERN:

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Yrj6 Kilpinen

Yrj6 Kilpinen (1892-1959), Finnish song composer, was born and

lived in Helsingfors (Helsinki), Finland. Kilpinen was practically self

taught except for a few lessons in theory at the Helsingfors .Conserva-

tory and later in Berlin and Vienna (3, pp. 752-753). Returning to

Helsingfors from Vienna he served as music critic for Uusi Suomi

from 1919 to 1931 (7, p. 932) and taught at the Helsingfors Conserva-

tory (5).

In 1934 Kilpinen was chosen as one of the original members of

the Permanent Council for International Co-operation of Composers,

whose president was Ricard Strauss (5, pp. 401, 789). In his later

years he was granted a small pension by the Finnish government in

order to devote all his time to composition (6).

In addition to composing more than 700 songs, of which about 400

have been published, Kilpinen wrote some purely instrumental works,

including four suites and six sonatas for piano, a suite for viola da

gamba and a cello sonata.

1
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Christian Morgenstern

Christian Morgenstern (1871-1914), German poet-philosopher,

was born at Munich, where his father and grandfather were prominent

painters (1, p. 1323), Extensive travels with his parents as a youth

and the early knowledge that his life would be short due to tuberculosis

made impressions on Morgenstern's mind that are easily discernible.in

his poetry (4, p. 192).

In 1895 Morgenstern published his first poems, In Phantas

Schloss, en Zyklus humoristisch-phantastischer Dichtungen, in which

he tried to flee from the realm of reality into that of fantasy (4). About

the same time he wrote his first parodies of German naturalism, as also

of various contemporary poets.

The philosophy of Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and Lagarde, as well

as the theologic-anthroposophic writings of Rudolph Steiner, formed the

basis for Morgenstern's philosphical outlook (2). Morgenstern fre-

quently clothed his spiritual thoughts in humorous fantasy, displaying a

melodic gift, whimsical imagination, and clever use of enjambment and

word analogy (1). Among his best known works are Galgenlieder (1905),

Palmstr0m (1910) and Ich und du (1911).

W
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CHAPTER I

SECHS LIEDER NACH GEDICHTEN

VON CHRISTIAN MORGENSTERN,

OPUS 59

This opus consists of settings of six poems that exemplify

Morgenstern's religious-philosophic concepts of life and the universe.

Morgenstern invariably used the world of nature as his frame of

reference whether his concern was with what he believed to be the

divine aspects of creation--as in "Die Fusswaschung" and "Von zwei

Rosen," or with challenging the mysteries of this creation--as in "O

Nacht" and "Thalatta," or with a description of personal joy- -as in

"Wie vieles ist denn Wort geworden" and "Siehe, auch ich lebe."

Sechs Lieder, Opus 59, Number 1

Die Fusswaschung

Ich danke dir, du summer Stein,
und neige mich zu dir hernieder:
Ich schulde dir mein Pflanzensein.

Ich danke euch, ihr Grund und Flor,
und buicke mich zu euch hernieder:
Ihr halft zum Tiere mir empor.

Ich danke euch, Stein, Kraut und Tier,
und beuge mich zu euch hernieder:
Ihr halft mir alle drei zu Mir.

4
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Wir danken dir, du Menschenkind,
und lassen frommiuns vor dir nieder:
weil dadurch dass du bist, wir sind.

Es dankt aus aller Gottheit Ein
und aller Gottheit Vielfalt wieder.
In Dank verschlingt sich alles Sein.

The Footwashing

I thank you, you silent stone,
and bow to you.
I owe to you my plant-being.

I thank you, you ground and bloom,
and I bow to you.
You assisted me upwards to the animals.

I thank you, stone, plant and animal,
and I bow to you.
You assisted me to become myself.

We thank you, mankind,
and bow reverently before you,
since by your existence we are what we are.

All divinity [creation] gives thanks to one
and all divinity manifest again.
In thanksgiving all existence is united.

The poem bears a pantheistic conception of divinity built upon an

assumption of the evolution and interdependence of the orders of

existence. The setting of the poem is in a through-composed three

part (ABC) form. In the first section the evolutionary struggle and the

rising of order upon order are accentuated musically by:

(1) the unvarying aggressive rhythmic pattern,

(2) half-step motion against the tonic pedal tone and resultant

harmonic dissonance,
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(3) the absence of thirds and fifths in chord structure,

(4) upward stepwise modulations occurring at the entrance of each

new stanza.

Ich schul- de dir mein Pf lanzen - sein. Ich dan- ke ench, ilir

_ _ _ _ _1- 11- ApI

Fig. 1--"Die Fusswashung, "measures 7, 8, 9, 10

The second section begins simultaneously with the final word of

the phrase, "lhr halft mir alle drei zu Mir. " In this section the attain-

ment of the goals of evolution and the equality of the orders of exist-

ence are expressed through:

(1) the relaxation of the rhythm into an even pulse,

(2) the disappearance of dissonant half-step movement and the

introduction of chord structures based on fourths and fifths,

(3) the adherence to one tonality,

(4) the plateau of the vocal line on a level with the climax note

ending the first section.
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Etwas bewegter Jetwase
IL Poe piin moto /

halft mir al - le drei zu Mir.Wir

__ 11 A11

Fig. 2--"Die Fusswaschung," measures 21, 22, 23

The third section of the song begins with the words "Es dankt dus

aller Gottheit Ein." The orders of creation are bound together in their

thanks to one another, and this union within creation becomes divinity- -

Gottheit. Musically the transition is brought about by:

(1) the modulation to a higher major tonality,

(2) the transition to compound meter,

(3) the lengthening and broadening of the vocal phrases,

(4) the presence of the third in the harmony.

W-lompow . , -'- WINam , -A. ,

I
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Noch etwas bewegter, getragen, mit groBem A
Pii moto, con grand espressione

dntaus al ler Gott,-heitEi,

LLI

Fig. 3--"Die Fusswaschung," measures 35 and 36

Based on evidence from this song, as well as from others which

follow, it may be ascertained that Kilpinen generally avoided the third

in a chord structure to indicate:

(1) conflict of emotions or events in the text,

(2) an issue in the text, the outcome of which is not clear,

(3) an issue in the text that is resolved in a totally pessimistic

conclusion.

The presence of the third in chord structure generally indicates:

(1) a unity of emotions or events in the text,

(Z) an issue in the text, the outcome of which is clear and in some

degree optimistic.
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Sechs LLeder, Opus 59, Number 2

O Nacht

O Nacht, du Sternenbronnen,
ich bade Leib und Geist
in deinen tausend Sonnen.

O Nacht, die mich umfleusst
mit Offenbarungswonnen,
ergib mir, was du weisst!

O Nacht, du tiefer Bronnen . . .

O Night

O night, you starry fountain,
I bathe body and soul
in your thousand suns.

O night, that swirls about me

with delightful revelations,
yield to me what you know!

O night, you deep fountain .

The poem is a subjective meditation upon the awesomeness of

night. It is set in the style of a contemplative monologue which com-

bines the devices of recitative with a deliberate melodic musing. The

accompaniment consists of sustained octave unisons that reside on the

tonic when not preceding the vocal line in modulation. The vocal line is

similar to verbal declamation but more melodic in its note to syllable

relationship. (See Figure 4.)

The constantly ascending phrases with upward resolutions

characterize a meditative seeking. The absence of fifths and thirds in

the harmony suggest the emptiness and the inexplicable phenomena

which night reveals.
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Langsam, ausdrucksvoll, etwa 42

Adagio espressivo

0 Nicht, du Ster-nen-bronnen, ich

TV*

Fig. 4--"0 Nacht," measures 1, Z, 3

Sechs Lieder, Opus 59, Number 3

Von zwei Rosen

Von zwei Rosen duftet eine anders,
als die andre Rose.
Von zwei Engeln mag so einer anders,
als der andre schbn sein.
So in unbezahlbaren zarten Andersheiten
mag der Himmel, mag des Vaters Gottesohnereich
seraphisch abgestuft sein.

Two Roses

Of two roses one smells differently
than the other.
Of two angels may one thus show
a different beauty than the other.
Thus in innumerable delicate differences
may heaven, may the kingdom of God' s children
be seraphically graduated.

The poem is a pantheistic explanation of the minute shades of

uniqueness exhibited by the myriad facets of divinity (creation). The

text is treated lyrically in long graceful melodic lines. The

10
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accompaniment is occupied with moving tremolando patterns involving

the third harmonically. Under this movement sustained octaves

establish harmonic progression,

Aft i

inUn -zahI-ba reri1 zar ten An ders-hei ten

I Ii IiI

LL~

Fig. 5--"Von zwei Rosen," measures 13 and 14

As has been pointed out, Kilpinen's use of the third harmonically

bears a relation to the meaning of the text. The use of the third

melodically, however, does not convey the same musical implication.

In this song, which uses the third harmonically, the melody is filled

with intervals of the fourth, fifth and sixth, with only one instance of

the third, which occurs on a weak beat. In "Auf einem verfallenen

Kirchhof" (Lieder Mden _od Opus 62) the harmony is void of the

third, but it is used melodically twenty-four times in the vocal line. In

"Kleines Lied" (Lieder d.. ie, Opus 61) the third is used extensively

in both the vocal line and the harmony. This indicates that the melodic
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use of the interval of the third bears no relationship to the meaning of

the text.

jg~j& Lieder, Opus 59, Number 4

Wie vieles ist denn Wort geworden

Wie vieles ist denn Wort geworden,
von all dem Gliick, das mich durchdrang!
Von all den seligen Accorden ach,
nur ein schwacher, flacher Klang.

Und doch! Wie wiirde sich's erlauschen,
war keinem Tag sein Lied vergbglt?
Selig, eintbnig, wie das Rauschen des Baches,
der vom Felsen fl1lt.

How Much Has Become Incarnate

How much has then become :incarnate
of all the happiness that I have felt!
Of all the blessed chords, alas,
only a feeble flat sound.

And yetI How would it sound
were the song never restrained?
Blissfully monotonous [ it sounds] like the rippling brook
that tumbled from the rocks.

The poem states that the best happiness is not the kind that fills a

person with illusion. The best happiness is the small part that remains

when the illusion is gone. The text is set in an arioso form. The first

section is a harmonically accompanied recitative and is closely related

to the style of the classical recitative. In keeping with the arioso form

the second section is more lyric in nature and moves in a slightly

faster tempo.
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Sechs Lieder, Opus 59, Number 5

Siehe, auch ich lebe

Also ihr lebt noch, alle, alle, ihr,
am Bach ihr Weiden und am Hang ihr Birken,
und fangt von neuem an, euch auszuwirken,
und war so lang nur Schlummernde, gleich mir.

Siehe, du Blume hier, du Vogel dort,
sieh, wie auch ich von neuem mich erhebe
Voll innern Jubels treib ich Wort auf Wort . .
Siehe, auch ich, ich schien nur tot. Ich lebe I

See, I Also Live

So you live still, all, all of you,
you willows by the brook and you birches on the slope,
and begin to wake anew,
and were so long only sleeping, like me.

See, you flower here, you bird there,
see how also I raise myself anew. . .
Full of inner joy I put forth word upon word .*0
See, also I, I only seemed dead. I liveI

The poem proposes that the budding of inspiration comes hand in

hand with the reawakening of nature in spring. The text is set in a

through-composed two part (AB) form. In the first section the coming

of spring is characterized by:

(1) the melodic triplet patterns of the right hand in numerous

running variations,

(2) the busy dissonant pulse of the left hand,

(3) the lyric vocal line,

(4) the change of tonality from phrygian mode on B to dorian mode

on B.
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Noteworthy is the introduction along with the dorian tonality of a

four member tonic chord built on fourths--b, e, a, d. The chord appears

in second inversion.

und

LL1

Fig. 6--"Siehe, auch ich lebe," measures 11 and 12

The introspective declamation of the second section, beginning

with the words "Siehe, du Blume hier, " is supported by:

(1) a harmonically accompanied recitative style,

(2) a declamatory vocal line,

(3) the modulation from dorian to major tonality at the words

"Voll innern Jubels treib ich Wort auf Wort."

With the introduction of B major tonality the third appears har-

monically and remains until the final phrase, "Ich lebe!" Its absence

there and in the final tonic chord is consistent with the implication that

life can not be fully resolved until it is finished.

ORONO a I I
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Fig. 7--"Siehe, auch ich lebe," measures 26, 27, 28, 29, 30

Sechs Lieder, Opus 59, Number 6

Thalatta

Es sturzen der Jugend Alt~ire zusammen,
die heiligen Bilder zerfallen zu Staub,
des Tempelhaines Opferflammen
zerflattern, der Winde Raub,

Das Meer wirft grussend seine Schaume
bis hart vor meine FUsse hin.
Ja, du bist mehr als alle Trsume I
Das Beil an die geweiliten Bume !
Dass ich ein Schiff mit Segeln ziume !
Auf, auf, Seele, SucherinI

The Sea

The altars of youth tumble,
the holy images disintegrate to dust,
the smoke of the offerings in the temple-grove
disperses, a victim of the winds.

I I' ~ I

crese.

15
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The sea throws its foamy greeting
before my feet.
Yes, you are more than any dream!
The hatchet to the sacred trees I
That I may equip a ship with mast and sailsI
Up, up, soul, searcher I

The poem symbolizes the overthrowing of youthful ideals in the

desire to learn more about the realities of life. The text is set in a

through-composed two part (AB) form. In the first section the conflict

between reality and idealism is depicted by accented non-harmonic

tones resolving to chord members,

Yrio iWuchtig, nicht zu schnell : etwa 72

Allegro moderato, con forza

TIU. J

s st~r -zen der

Woe i wa~

Fig. 8--"Thalatta," measures 1, 2, 3

The dispersing of the smoke is characterized by an upward

chromatic triplet passage.
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Win,- - de Rauhb--

strettO -

Fig, 9--"Thalatta," measures 16, 17, 18

In the second section the lure of the sea is symbolized in the

quarter-note octave movement. The decision in favor of the sea is given

weight by a slower tempo and half-note octave contrapuntal movement,

This movement first descends and then ascends to climax with the return

of the sea theme at the words "Auf, auf, Seele, Sucherinj"

molto-energic

Fig. 10--"Thalatta," measures 37, 38, 39, 40

'k
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The elements of emotional and intellectual conflict in the text are

reinforced musically through:

(1) the declamatory style of the vocal line,

(2) the absence of the third harmonically except in the resolution

of dissonance in the first section,

(3) the predominance of movement in empty octaves,

(4) the distortion of tonality by the omission of melodic leading

tones and third. The tonality is never clearly established until the

cadence five measures after the voice has subsided,



CHAPTER III

LIEDER DER LIEBE, OPUS 60

Lieder der Liebe L Opus 60, Number 1

Mein Herz ist leer

Mein Herz ist leer,
ich liebe dich nicht mehr.
Erfuille michl Ich rufe bitterlich nach dir.

Im Trime zeig dich mir
und neig dich zu mir her!
Erfuille mich mit dir auf ewiglich!

Ich trag's nicht mehr,
ich liebe dich zu sehr.

My Heart Is Empty

My heart is empty,
I love you no more.
Fill me ! I call bitterly after you.

In dreams you appear to me
and you are inclined to me here.
Fill me with yourself forever I

I can endure it no longer,
I love you too much.

The poem is set in a through-composed three-part-form in which

the accompaniment and the vocal line are equally devoted to expressing

every change of emotion in the text,. In the first section the dejection

and incoherence of the text are delineated through:

19
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(1) a disbalanced metrical scheme that avoids any consistency of

strong-beat weak-beat relationships,

(2) the single line of empty octaves moving in a dissonant chro-

matic counterpoint to the vocal line,

(3) the constant inception and conclusion of phrases on the

dominant.

Mein Herz ist leer,

IIL

Fig. 11--"Mein Herz ist leer," measures 1 and 2

In the second section, beginning at the words "Im Traume zeig

dich mir, " the elation of love is conveyed through:

(1) the movement of the accompaniment in thirds,

(2) the modulation from minor up a half step into major tonality

and a rich harmonic texture.

With the words "Ich trag's nicht mehr"' the text returns to the

dejection of the first section. This transition is executed in the

Mawr -
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accompaniment by an abrupt downward half step return to the original

tonic on the word '"mehr, " and a final solo of empty octave movement

in the accompaniment.

Es ist Nacht

Es ist Nacht, und mein Herz kommt zu dir,
h~lt's nicht aus, hslt's nicht aus bei mir.
Legt sich dir auf die Brust, wie ein Stein,
sinkt hinein, zu dem deinen hinein.
Dort erst, dort erst kommt es zir Ruh,
liegt am Grund seines ewigen Du.

It Is Night

It is night, and my heart comes to you,
it does not remain with me.
It sets itself upon your breast as a stone,
it sinks to yours within.
There for the first time it comes to rest,
it lies at the base of its eternal you.

The text is set in a through-composed two part (AB) form. The

first section is driven anxiously onward by empty octave triplets in the

bass. In measure six these triplet figures begin a chromatic upward

movement in which they are joined at the third by sustained octaves in

the upper hand. After the words "zu dem deinen hinein" the accompani-

ment has three measures of solo in which it climaxes by means of a

variation in contrary motion of the ascending chromatic passage.

1 1 I 1 11 1-1. . , 1 , , , , - ,; - m 1. - ROM , i. ) , , - m



dei- nen hin - ein

AN WE

-AMI

464

Fig. 12- -"Es ist Nacht," measures 13, 14, 15, 16

In the second section, the contrast of mood is effected by the

introduction of peaceful chord progressions in a much slower tempo and

the consistent use of the third in chord structures. The vocal line is

lyric and moving in the first section, more sustained and meditative in

the second section.

In the songs under study, many instances have been cited in which

the accompaniment is of practically equal importance with the vocal
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line in the expression of the text. In several of the songs--such as

"Thalatta, " Opus 59, "Mein Herz ist leer, " Opus 60, or "Winter-

nacht, Opus 62--the accompaniment is given a final solo phrase in

which to further convey the meaning or mood of the text. In the song

now being discussed, "Es ist Nacht, " a solo passage is given to the

accompaniment within the body of the song in order to express a climax

of emotion that is not stated verbally. This extreme elevation of the

interpretive role of the accompaniment does not occur again in the

songs under consideration.

Lieder der Liebe, Opus 60, Number 3

Unsere Liebe

Diese Rose von heimlichen Kissen schwer:
Sieh, das ist unsre Liebe,
Unsre Hnde reichen sie lin und her,
unsre Lippen bedecken sie mehr und mehr
mit Worten und Kissen sehnsucht schwer,
unsre Seelen grissen sich hin und her
wie jiber ein Meer--wie Uber ein Meer.
Diese Rose. vom Duft unsrer Seelen schwer:
Sieh, das ist unsre Liebe, unsre Liebe.

Our Love

This rose heavy from secret kisses:
See, that is our love.
Our hands scatter them here and there,
our lips cover them more and more
with words and kisses heavy with desire,
our souls greet each other here and there
as across an ocean--as above an ocean.
This rose heavy with the scent of our souls:
See, that is our love, our love.
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The text is set in a through-composed two-part (AB) form. In the

first section the closeness of the two souls, their striving to one

another and their movement together is conveyed musically through:

(1) the intense chromatic dissonances and the movement in

parallel seconds of the two single-lines of the accompaniment,

(2) the development of this movement into a long line of dimin-

ished triad figures gradually descending in a free sequence and making

full use of the third harmonically.

Die- seRo sevon

Fig. 13--"Unsere Liebe, " measures 1 and 2

The second section utilizes the thematic material of the first

section, but the bass line of the accompaniment is doubled and another

line is added enriching the harmony with thirds in the chord structures.

The vocal line in both sections is occupied generally with half-step and

stepwise movement with the occasional use of larger intervals at

points of more intense emotion.
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EaiKM LI

Sieh, das__ist uns - re Lie-beYun

- -crec.
A2 190

Fig. 14-- "Unsere Liebe," measures 21 and 22

Lieder der Liebe L Opus 60, Number 4

Wir sitzen im Dunkeln

Wir sitzen im Dunkeln..
Der Vorhang rauscht leise .
Sternblumenkreise durch's Fenster funkeln.
Wir tr'aumen und trinken die ewige Ruh
Unsere Wesen sinken schweigend sich zu.

We Sit in the Darkness

We sit in the darkness .a.

The curtain rustles gently .
Starry wreath s gleam through the window.
We dream and drink the eternal peace .
Our beings are merged in silence.

The poem is a description of the peaceful calm of two people in

their matured love for one another. As was the case with the pre-

ceding song--"Unsere Liebe"--the accompaniment again consists of

two single lines of movement. In this song, however, the lines usually

progress chromatically toward each other into successive cadences at

np --------lp -- -



the interval of the third or the sixth. The vocal line is in the style of

verbal declamation, yet moves with a meditative lyricism and in long

phrases.

Ruhevoll und inni . eotwa 40

lowo

*1r sit zen sn Dun-keln.. Der

Fig. 15--"Wir sitzen im Dunkeln," measures 1 and 2

Musically and interpretively the song is a sequel to "Unsere

Liebe. " No other songs in this study are as closely related to each

other as these, although "Schicksal der Liebe," the next song to be

discussed, also makes use of the two single lines in the accompaniment

to depict the movements of the lovers.

Lieder der Liebe, Opus 60, Number 5

Schicksal der Liebe

Wir sind zwei Rosen,
dariiber der Sturm fuhr und sie abriss.
Gemeinsam wirbeln sie nun den Weg entlang,
und ihre Bliitter wehn durch einander.

Heimatl6se tanzen und fliehen sie,
nur fur einander duftend und leuchtend,
den Weg der Liebe: Bis sie am Abend
der grosse Feger lI chelnd auf seine Schaufel nimmt.

r
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The Fate of Lovers

We are two roses,
which the storm has torn apart.
Together they whirl now along the road

and their petals cry for one another.

Homeless they dance and hasten,
longing and desiring only each other,
down the road of love: until at evening

the great sweeper smilingly gathers them in his shovel.

The text is set in a through-composed three-part (ABC) form. In

the first section the whirling of the petals along the road is shown in the

accompaniment by two single lines moving in rapid arpeggios in similar

motion. This movement occurs on alternate halves of each background

beat in compound meter. The arpeggio figure is built upon a dimin-

ished seventh chord with a slight stepwise variation in the upper line.

This allows the lower line to encompass a larger range and gives the

effect that although the petals are traveling in the same direction they

never remain close to each other for any length of time.

Wir sind zwei Ro - sen

I I [I 1

- W

Fig. 16--"Schicksal der Liebe, " measures 3 and 4
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In the second section the accompaniment becomes a two-line

dance figure supporting the connotation of the text.

tqsn6 zen und flieh -- s ie,

WF ia w I L

.1 t --w

eJ

Fig. 17--"Schicksal der Liebe," measures 16 and 17

In the third section the reunion of the lovers is signified

musically through the unison movement of the two line accompaniment

and the resolution of the two lines into chord structure employing the

major triad.

BIs s ie

airt

Fig. 18--"Schicksal der Liebe," measures 23 and 24
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CHAPTER IV

LIEDER DER LIEBE II, OPUS 61

The five poems comprising the second part of Lieder der Liebe

are much less intense emotionally than those of the preceding group.

They are less occupied with the necessity of love, more devoted to its

joys and romantic notions. This trend is reflected in the vocal

lyricism of the songs and the generally subservient nature of the

accompaniments.

Lieder der Liebe II, Opus 61, Number 1

Heimat

Nach all dem Menschenl1rm und Dust--
in dir, geliebtes Herz, zu ruhn,
so meine Brust an deine Brust,
du meine Heimat nun!I

Stillherrlich glinzt das Firmament
in unsrer Augen dunklen Seen,
des Lebens reine Flamme kennt
kein Werden und Vergehn.

Home

After all the noise and dust of the world--
in you, beloved heart, to rest,
with my breast upon your breast,
you my home indeed!

29
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In silent splendor the heavens glow

in the dark sea of our eyes,
the pure flame of life knows

no change and no passing away.

The poem is set very simply with a chordal style accompaniment

supporting the graceful vocal line. On the first beat of each new phrase

a broken chord figure sets the compound rhythmic feeling which is then

carried on in the vocal line. Octaves in the upper hand are completed

with thirds and sixths in the lower hand to give a consonant and relaxed

texture to the song.

Still-herr-lich glnrzt das Fir-mament in
soft gksv the la;p of keav-eWs g4t MWth

Fig. 19- -"Heimat, " measures 10 and 11

Lieder der Liebe, Opus 61, Numbe r 2

Kleines Lied

Und werden wir uns nie besitzern,
so will ich Deineni Namen doch
ins Holz der Weltenesche schnitzen,
eim Zeugnis fernstem Volke noch.

ORWOUNAMMOMMUROMM
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So sollen tausend Herzen lesen,
die gern emn kleines Lied beglickt,
was Du dem Einsamen gewesen,
wie Du ihn innerlichst entziickt.

Little Song

And we will never have each other,
nevertheless I shall still carve your name
in the wood of the world ash tree,
a sign to the most distant lands.

Thus shall a thousand hearts read,
who are made happy by a little song,
what you have meant to a lonely one,
how you have given him most heartfelt delight.

An uncomplicated chordal type accompaniment moves in quarter

notes from the beginning to the end of the song, involving only tonic,

dominant and subdominant harmonies. The vocal line moves in lengthy

phrases using many skips of the third, fourth and fifth. Word treat-

ment is syllabic with some melodic elaboration in the final measures of

the last verse.

~*~za J~ZI L Aft.A~.' 7 -

Her -zen I10.Ben, die gem ein kleines iebeg1kt wa
kr sAaU re~ad it, IMWAo love a lit - te w*mteker, OW

ALI

Fig. 20--"Kleines Lied," measures 10 11, l12
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Lieder der Liebe .., Opus 61, Number 3

Deine Rosen an der Brust

Deine Rosen an der Brust,
sitz ich unter fremden Menschen,
lass sie reden, lass sie lrmen,
jung Geheimnis tief im Herzen.

Wenn ich einstimm in ihr Lachen,
istt s das Lachen meiner Liebe;

wenn ich ernst dem Nachbar lausche,

lausch ich selig still nach innen.

Einen ganzen langen Abend

muss ich fern dir, Liebster, weilen,
kiissend heimlich ohne Ende,
Deine Rosen an der Brust.

With your Roses on my Breast

With your roses on my breast

I sit among strange people,
listening to them speaking, noisily talking,

a young secret deep in my heart.

If I join in their laughter,
it is the laughter of my love;
if I listen seriously to my neighbor,
I listen gaily still to inner thoughts.

One long evening I must spend

far from you my beloved,
kissing secretly without end
Your roses on my breast.

The text is treatedlyrically with many syllables receiving two

notes each in the vocal line. The song is in a through-composed three-

part form with the second section modulating from F minor to B major,

and the final section returning to the original tonality. The accompani-

ment is constructed with chords on each beat and a triplet pattern

filling in the background beats in the upper hand.
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Dei- ne Ro - en an der Brust,
itA tAy oM- s on mybreast

ideas

Fig. 21--"Deine Rosen an de Brust," measure 2

Lieder der Liebe II, Opu:s 61, Number 4

Uber die Tausenc Berge

Uber die tausend Berge
sollst du fliegen von GlU
iiber viel tausend Berge
in Deine Ewigkeit- -

Ljcehelnd voll seliger Sc
derer, die drunten gehn
die unsrer wagenden He
Vogelgliick nie verstehn

Uber die tausend Berge
sollst du fliegen von Gli
ilber viel tausend Berge
in Deine Ewigkeit.

ck und Leid,

hme rzen

rzen

.ck und Leid,

Over the Thousand Mountains

Over the thousand mouri
shall you fly from joy a
over many thousands of
to your eternity--

Smiling full of blessed
for those who walk belo
who never know the bir
of our daring hearts--

tains
id pain,
mountains

orrow

d-like happiness

An
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Over the thousand mountains
shall you fly from joy and pain,
over many thousands of mountains
to your eternity.

The poem is set in a three-part form. In the first section the

accompaniment is built on groups of ascending arpeggios, suggesting

the flight over the mountains. Each arpeggio consists of the dominant

chord followed by the tonic chord, or the tonic chord followed by the

dominant chord. In the former instance the third is absent in both

chords. In the latter instance the third is present in the tonic chord.

This pattern of movement in fast meter results in a mild polytonal

eff ect.

71FfL

Ber ge sollst du flie - genvonGluck undLeid,
unm - tains sMat tkou flee from joy andpain;

]MDR 0 -W i HL 1

Fig. 22-,-"Uber die tausend Berge, measures 4 and 5

In the second section each arpeggio consists of only one chord.

The chord is usually a seventh chord. Through the use of these chords

the harmony first moves upward by a half step with each arpeggio and

11,
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then back down to the original tonic. The final section is a return to the

original material in a slight variation.

The vocal line is constructed in long lyric phrases with syllables

receiving up to four notes of melodic movement.

Lieder der Liebe II, Opus 61, Number 5

Anmutiger Vertrag

Auf der Bank im Walde
han sich gestern zwei gekiisst.
Heute kommt die Nachtigall
und holt sich, was geblieben ist.

Das Midchen hat beim Scheiden
die Zpfe neu sich aufgesteckt . . .
Ei, wie viel blonde Seide da
die Nachtigall entdeckti

Den Schnabel voller Fden,
kehrt Nachtigall nacht Faus
und legt das zarte Nestchen
mit ihrem Golde aus.

Freund Nachtigall, Freund Nachtigall,
so bleib's in allen Jahren!:
Mir werd' ein Schn~iblein voll Gesang,
dir eins voll Liebchen HaarenI

Sweet Bargain

Upon the bench in the wood
two lovers kissed yesterday.
Today the nightingale comes
and gathers what was left.

The maiden, at their parting,
again put up her braids
Indeed, how much golden silk
the nightingale discovered there!
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With her beak full of threads,
the nightingale returns to home
and lines her downy nest
with the gold.

Friend nightingale, friend nightingale,
thus shall it always remain:
For me a little beak full of song,
for you one full of a maiden's tresses !

The poem is set in a through-composed four-part form that is

closely united by the continual sixteenth movement in the upper hand.

This movement, along with the horn fifths in the bass, contribute to the

pastoral atmosphere of the text. The only instance of definite musical

delineation of the text comes at the words "Mir werd ein Schn.iblein

yjll Gesang, " at which point the song of the nightingale is heard in the

lower hand of the accompaniment.

6mj1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r

Mir werd'ein Schnib4ein voll Ge- sang
Mine be a beak - let full of song,

Fig. 23-- "Anmutiger Vertrag, " measures 29 and 30

There is a similarity of sound in all four sections that gives the

effect of theme and variations, but analysis fails to substantiate this

impr e s sion.

-wz.

Imp
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The vocal line is lyric and moves in long phrases involving step-

wise and small interval movement. Word treatment is syllabic with

two exceptions.
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CHAPTER V

LIEDER UM DEN TOD, OPUS 62

Lieder um den Tod, Opus 62, Number 1

V-glein Schwermut

Ein schwrzes V*glein fliegt Uber die Welt,
das singt so todestraurig . . .
Wer es hbrt, der h6rt nicht anderes mehr,

wer es hirt, der tut sich ein Leides an,
der mag keine Sonne mehr schauen.

Ailmitternacht, allmitternacht ruht es sich aus

auf dem Finger des Tods,
Der streicheltIs leis und spricht ihm zu:
"Flieg, mein Vglein! flieg, mein V6glein, flieg!"

Und wider fliegt's iiber die Welt.

The Little Bird of Heavy Spirit

A little black bird flies over the world,
singing with the sadness of death . . .
Whoever hears him hears nothing more,

whoever hears him is inflicted with sorrow,
he sees the sun no more.

Each midnight the little bird rests
upon the finger of Death,
Who caresses him softly-and says to him:

"Fly, my little bird, fly, my little bird, flyI!"
And again he flies singing over the world.

The monotonous circling of the little bird with its message of

death is characterized in the accompaniment by a dissonant ostinato

pattern one measure in length that resolves only when the bird comes

to rest. The note of dissonance is an augmented fourth above the tonic.

38
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It is approached by step and left by leap in the same direction. This

one-measure ostinato is found above a four-measure ostinato in the left

hand. There is no striking together of the notes of a third anywhere in

the accompaniment of the song.

schwar - zes. Vog - lein_ fliegt u - ber die Welt, das
sMall bla. b ird flie - - ver tI&e world And

Fig. 24--"Vglein Schwermut," measures 5, 6, 7, 8

Slow-moving empty octaves progressing into half-step dissonances

and out again suggest the little bird sleeping in the proximity of Death.

As Death urges the bird once more to flight, fragmentary patterns

appearing in the accompaniment, gradually gather momentum and

become a slight variation of the original phrase. (See Figure 25.)

The vocal line is lyric with many intervals of the third and some

larger intervals, notably two descending leaps of a major seventh. The

dynamic level never exceeds a mezzo forte. Word treatment is mostly

syllabic.

NOW 1 114 1 11 111 1 MIN-0-
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Und wie der. fliegts flo - - - -

dnd fori ke.- flies, sin -

Fig. 25-.-"V'glein Schwermut," measures 38, 39, 40, 41

The mood of the song is established by the eerie dissonant

background phrase which seems to suggest the sting of death, in this

case more sorrowful than severe--a mildly grievous emptiness.

Lieder um den Tod, Opus 62, Number 2

Auf einem verfallenen Kirchhof

Was gehst du, armer bleicher Kopf, mich an--

Es ist kein Grund, um Lebensform zu trauern.
Denn Gott wird Uiber seine Tiefe schauern,
doch reut ein Meer die Welle, die zerrann? .

Ich will dir eine kleine Krone malen,
mein Bruder Tor, um deine kahle Stirn:
Auch du in Lebensnot und Todesqualen
warst Gottes Aug, wie ich, und Gottes Hirn.

In a Ruined Churchyard

What have you, poor pale head, to do with me?

There is no reason to mourn this state of life.

For God will shudder above his deeps,
yet does an ocean mourn the wave that disappears?

0
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I will paint a little crown for you,
my brother fool, upon your naked brow:
You too in lifts distress and in death's agony

were Godt s own eye, like me, and God ts own mind.

The poem is set in two sections, the first sharply dissonant, the

second less intense harmonically and with a sad lyricism. Half-step

dissonance is used in the first section between slowly-plodding tonic

fifths in the left hand and repeated descending half-step six-five motion

in the right hand. This regularly accented dissonance gives a pulse to

the otherwise sluggish movement of the section. The vocal line is a

recitative in pensive mood. Word treatment is exclusively syllabic.

AE A' bp

Was. gehst du, ar-mer blei- cher I
Poor. pale head,wAthave I to

PP PIp
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

___________________________________________________ _________________A________________________________:

Fig. 26- -"Auf einem verfallenen Kirchhof," measures 1 and 2

The second section, beginning with the words, "Ich will dir eine

kleine Krone malen, " witnesses a disappearance of dissonance and the

inception of a downward stepwise passage that moves over sustained

fifths to the end of the song. The final chords contain the tonic minor

triad for the first time. The text expresses a sorrowful compassion as

opposed to the cold fatality of the first section. This is emphasized in
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the vocal line by the accelerated inversion of the downward dissonance

figure in the accompaniment of the first section,

Lieder u mder _Toi, Opus 62, Number 3

Der Tod und der einsame Trinker

t Guten Abend, Freund!'
s Wie geht' s ?'t
i Schme ckt' s ?,
t Du zU'rnst mir nicht mehr?'
s Im Ernst?'
I Hab Dank!

t Aber'
t Zuviel!'
t Nun'
i Wie duwillst I"
t Narri'1
i Genug I"

,,Dein Wohl!"
tDein Wohl!"
tD ein Wohl!"
tDein WohlI"
,tDein WohlI!"
eDein WohlI!"
,iDein Wohl!I"
tiDein Wohl!"
,tDein Wohl!"
,,Dein Wohl I"
"Dein Wohl!"
,,Dein"

Death and the Lonely Drinker

'Good evening, Friend!'
'How goes it?l
'Is it good?'
'You are angry with me no more?'
'In seriousness?'
'My thanks!1'
'Howeve r
'Too much!'
'Inde ed"
'As you wishI'
'FoolI'
'Enough1"I

"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your health?"
"Your health?"
"Your health!"
"Your health!"
"Your"

IIn this grotesquely humorous song, Death is characterized in the

accompaniment by disjointed upward and downward.arpeggios in which

fifths and roots of the tonic chord oppose roots and fifths of a chord one

half-step above the tonic.
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Gu-ten A -
8, good ev-

Fig. 27--"Der Tod und der einsame Trinker," measures 1, 2, 3

As~ Death assumes a cordial attitude the accompaniment becomes

chordal and consonant. However, Death' s growing impatience is soon

apparent in the rising line of sustained half-step dissonances. At the

word "Narri!" there is a return to the original disjointed figure. This

figure then alters and ascends to a climax on the word "Genugi, "

indicating that Death has exercised his claim.

Death speaks generally on the upward skip of a perfect fifth. As

he becomes more impatient, the intervals widen gradually to the octave.

The Drinker speaks always on the upward skip of a fourth- -dominant to

tonic, and is never accompanied. Word treatment is exclusively

syllabic.

Lieder um den Td, Opus 62, Number 4

Winternacht

Plockendichte Winternacht . . .

Heimkehr von der Schenke . . ..

Stiles Einsamwandern macht,
dass ich diner denke.
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Schau dich fern im dunkeln Raum

ruhn in bleichen Linnen. . . .
Leb ich wohl in deinem Traum

ganz geheim tiefinen?

Stilles Einsamwandern macht,

dass ich nach dir leide . . .
Eine weisse Flockennacht
FlUistert um uns beide . . .

Winter Night

Snowy winter night

Returning home from the tavern . . .

Quietly walking alone,

I think of you.

I see you distant in the dark room

resting in pale linens . . .
I wonder if I live in your dream

so secret deep within?

Quietly walking alone,
I long for you . . .
A white snowy night

whispers around us both.

The poem is set in a through-composed three-part form.

Although the accompaniment is not burdened with word painting, its

structure bears extra-musical implications. In the first section the

Aeolian mode and folk-like melody are used to convey the thoughts of

the lonely lover trudging home in the snowy night. (See Figure 28.)

In the second section major tonality and the presence of the third

represent the loved one in her eternal state of rest. In the final section

the utilization of materials from both previous sections symbolizes the

togetherness of the two lovers encompassed by the falling snow.
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I'm P ,S . -.1 -- -F - 1 -------

Flok ken-dich - te Win - ter - nacht... Heim - kehr von der S
Deep the snow tAis win-ter - ntg*t... Home -wardfm the

_~4~L~iL

Fig. 28--"Winternacht,' measures 1, 2, 3

Lieder um den Tod, Opus 62, Number 5

Der Semann

Durch die Lande auf und ab
schreitet weit Bauer Tod;
aus dem Sack um seine Schulter
wirft er Keime ohne zahl.

Wo du gehst, wo du stehst,
liegt und fliegt der feine Staub.
Durch die unsichtbare Wolke
wandre mutig, doch bereit!

Durch die Lande auf und ab
schreitet weit Bauer Tod;
aus dem Sack um seine Schulter
wirft er Keime ohne Zahl.

The Sower

Across the country up and down
strides widely Farmer Death;
from the sack upon his shoulder
he spreads seeds beyond number.

I
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Where you walk, where you stand,
lie and fly the tiny seeds.
Through the imperceptible clouds
walk bravely, yet prepared

Across the country up and down
strides widely Farmer Death;
from the sack upon his shoulder
he spreads seeds beyond number.

The poem is set in a three-part (ABA) form. An accompaniment

of relatively simple and quite uniform construction moves the song at a

rapid pace. In the first section a single note bass line moves

melodically on each beat while the right hand fills each beat with the

last four notes of an ascending quintuplet pattern. These two actions

represent Death stalking up and down and sowing his seed. The tonality

is basically Aeolian on F with chromatic movement on the initial note of

each quintuplet figure.

f 7

I
I

Durch die an de auf und ab
the wide world to and
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Fig. 29--"Der Saemann," measures 3 and 4

With the second section there is a shift in tonality to the Dorian

mode on B flat. The left hand first becomes chordal then moves by a

progression of fifths to the entrance of the third section. Here there is
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a return to the Aeolian mode on F, with a recapitulation of the material

of the first section slightly altered. A solo measure of septuplets

brings the piece to two final tonic octaves.

The vocal line is derived closely from the bass line and moves in

broad melodic phrases involving mostly stepwise movement and leaps of

the third and fifth. Word setting is syllabic with one exception.

Lieder umden.Tod, Opus 62, Number 6

Unverlierbare Gewhr

Eines gibt' s darauf ich mich freuen darf.
Das wird nicht triigen.
Eines Abends sicherlich ruht dies Herz

von allen FlUgen aus.

Schlafen darf dann dieser Wandrer.
Denn das etwan weiter wacht,

wird ein andres, wird ein andrer.
Dieser hat sein Werk vollbracht--dann, dann . .

Certain Guarantee

There is one thing about which I may be happy.

It will not deceive.
One evening for sure this heart will rest
from all its flights.

Then may this wanderer sleep.
For whoever wakes again

will be another, will be another.

This one has completed his work- -then, then . .

The poem is set in a through-composed two-part form. The

recurrent appoggiatura sequence gives an effect of a chain suspension

and is found on each beat of the measure in the first section and in parts

of the second section. This effect strongly accents the almost religious

conviction of the text.

a -- l- -1-1---l-Ill I - -,. - ---- -- -
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Fig. 30--"Unverlierbare Gew-ihr, measures 11 and 12

It; has been noted throughout this study that the use of the third

harmonically implies a unity or resolution of emotions or events in the

text, It is perhaps significant therefore that in the final two measures

of this song the major third is used both harmonically and melodically,

symbolizing the resolution of all things in death and bringing the Lieder

um dn Tod to its conclusion,
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

It has been the intent of this thesis to arrive at an understanding

of the song style of Yrjqb Kilpinen as exemplified in his settings of four

groups of poems by Christian Morgenstern. The method of procedure

has included a translation of each poem and a stylistic analysis of each

song. From these translations and analyses it has been possible to

ascertain that Kilpinen' s song style bears some fundamental relation-

ship to that of the German Romantic Lied composers, namely in the

further development of the through-composed song-form of Schubert

and the verbal declamation of Hugo Wolf. This relationship may be

strongly attested to in such songs as "0 Nacht" (Opus 59, Number Z),

"Mein Herz ist leer" (Opus 60, Number 1) and "Der Tod und der

einsame Trinker" (Opus 62, Number 3).

However, the manner in which Kilpinen conceived and wrote

within this framework marks him as a highly original and resourceful

composer whose primary concern was with a unique yet precise

musical delineation of the text at hand.

He most often achieved this correlation between text and music by

means of musical devices in the accompaniment which reinforced the

mood or action of the text. This may be evidenced particularly in songs

49
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such as: "Die Fusswaschung" (Opus 59, Number 1), "Thalatta" (Opus

59, Number 6), "Mein Herz ist leer" (Opus 60, Number 1), "Vbglein

Schwermut" (Opus 62, Number 1) and others.

The key to Kilpinen's song style, then, lies in a consideration of

the musical devices which he employed in his composition.

An analysis of the harmonic structure of such songs as "Der Tod

und der Einsame Trinker" (Opus 62, Number 3), "Unsere Liebe" (Opus

60, Number 3) or "Die Fusswaschung" (Opus 59, Number 1), reveals

Kilpinen' s use of the third in chord structure to be a primary interpre-

tive device. Where there is a conflict of emotions or events in the text

or where an issue of the text is resolved pessimistically, the third is

almost invariably absent from chord structure. Where there is a unity

of emotions or events or an optimistic resolution of an issue in the text

the third is almost invariably present in chord structure.

Dissonance is another device which Kilpinen uses with great

interpretive significance. Its purpose is to emphasize either an

extreme degree of conflict or a fatalistic philosophical outlook in the

text. Prime examples of this device are in the first section of "Die

Fusswaschung" (Opus 59, Number 1), "Unsere Liebe" (Opus 50, Num-

ber 3) and "Der Tod und der einsame Trinker" (Opus 62, Number 3).

The most often used dissonance involves notes a half-step apart. Next

in frequency is the interval of the augmented fourth.

Empty octaves are used extensively by Kilpinen, generally for the

purpose of establishing a strong melodic line in the accompaniment.

This line may stand alone against the vocal line, as in "Mein Herz ist
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leer" (Opus 60, Number 1), or it may reinforce the vocal line, as in

"Winternacht" (Opus 62, Number 4) and "Thalatta" (Opus 59, Number

6), or it may depict an action of the text independently of the vocal

line, while serving as part of the accompaniment, as in "Es ist Nacht"

(Opus 60, Number Z).

Another effective device used by Kilpinen is the change of key or

tonality within a song to characterize a change of emotion or outlook.

This device is used most strikingly in "Mein Herz ist leer" (Opus 60,

Number 1) and is also found in "Winternacht" (Opus 62, Number 4),

"Der S~emann" (Opus 62, Number 5), "Die Fusswaschung" (Opus 59,

Number 1) and "Siehe, auch ich lebe" (Opus 59, Number 5).

A device found in every song of the Lieder der Liebe I, Opus 60,

is the use of two single lines (sometimes octaves) in the accompani-

ment whenever the text brings the two lovers together in thought or

reality. One very effective instance of this two-line movement occurs

in "Unsere Liebe" (Opus 60, Number 3) where the lines move in parallel

seconds.

In Liele _der Liebe II, Opus 61, Kilpinen's compositional tech-

niques are much more conventional, with simple consonant chordal type

accompaniments and lyric vocal lines. This appears to be due to the

absence of any deeply emotional text in that group of songs.

In conclusion it should be stated that the high degree of originality,

the musical interest and the artistic craftsmanship displayed in the

songs discussed in this study indicate that Kilpinen was a composer



whose works deserve much more attention than has been given them in

this country to date. It is to be regretted that of the more than 700

songs which Kilpinen composed practically none are known or per-

formed.

I z l , - I, ., , ., , . -, . , , , -. . - " I . 1.111,11. , ,



APPENDIX

A LISTING OF THE SONGS OF YRJO KILPINEN

Songs with Finnish Words

Opus
3)
4) 14 Miscellaneous Songs
7)

10)
20-26 37 Miscellaneous Songs (Koskenniemi)

52-54 'Tunturilauluja,' 12 songs (Tbrmhnen)
- - 12 Mountain Songs (Leino)

. - 31 Songs (Jalkanen)
'Katri Vala,'1 31 Songs

'Kanteletar, ' 64 Songs (1949)

Songs with Swedish Words

27-29 'Fantasi och Verklighet,' 15 Songs (Josephson)

30-32 'Hja'rtat,' 13 Songs (Bergman)

33-34 'IReflexer,,! 15 Songs (Lagerkvist)

39-41 20 Songs (Osterling)
42 6 Songs (Ullman)

43-46 'Visor och Melodier,' 16 Songs (Cnattingius)

47 6 Songs (Cnattingius)

Songs with German Words

59 6 Songs (Christian Morgenstern)

60 5 'Songs of Love,' Book i (Morgenstern)

61 5 'Songs of Love,' Bookii(Morgenstern)

75 'Sommersegen,' 6 Songs (Albert Sergel)

77 !Spielmannslieder,' Songs (Sergel)

79 7 Songs (Fritz von Zwehl)
.... 78 Songs (Hermann Lons)

... 19 Songs (Berta Huber)

...... 21 Songs (Rainer Maria Rilke)
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